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Jet plunges into frigid river; train derails 
(AP)- A Florida-bound jetliner 
roared from a snowy takeoff and 
crashed into a Potomac River 
bridge yesterday, smashing auto- 
mobiles and plunging into the icy 
water. About 65 persons were re- 
ported killed, but the casualty 
count was unconfirmed. 
The Boeing 737 was an Air Flor- 
ida flight, with a booking of 68 
passengers and a crew of five, 
bound from Washington National 
Airport to Tampa and Ft. Lauder- 
dale, Fla. The actual number of 
persons on board could not be veri- 
fied. 
Lt. Hiram Brewton, a District of 
Columbia police spokesman, said 
there were believed to be only five 
survivors from the plane. A spokes- 
man for the Federal Aviation Ad- 
ministration, Ted Marr, said an 
"unofficial" estimate "would be 15 
dead." 
Police Capt. Michael Canfield 
said at least six motorists were 
killed as the plane sheared the tops 
of cars and hit a truck. 
At least 16 survivors were taken 
to Washington hospitals, some suf- 
fering crash injuries, some the 
effects of the frigid river. 
AS DARKNESS - and tempera- 
tures - fell, divers worked by flood- 
light in the ice-crusted river, 
searching for victims. 
Within minutes after the crash, 
helicopters pulled several survi- 
vors from the river. Presumably, 
most of the others aboard the plane 
perished under the ice. 
It was not known how many of 
the 16 known survivors were from 
the plane or vehicles struck upon 
the bridge, a multilane artery with 
three spans connecting the city 
with suburban Virginia. The craft 
hit the span nearest the airport, 
bearing traffic, much of it from the 
Pentagon, headed into the city or 
neighboring Maryland from Vir- 
ginia. 
THE SNOWSTORM had closed 
the airport periodically during the 
day. 
An AP photographer said he saw 
bodies strapped into airliner seats 
beneath the surface of the Poto- 
mac. 
The snow stopped shortly after 
the crash, but the foul weather 
impeded rescue efforts. The tem- 
perature hovered in the 20s, wind 
whipped the river. 
One witness said one of the 
plane's wheels hit a truck on the 
bridge. 
Jerome Lancaster, an Air Force 
sergeant who was in the traffic jam 
on the bridge at the time of the 
crash said "It looked like he lost his 
direction. The plane's wheel hit a 
truck." 
Another witness. Terence Bell, 
said the nose of the plane broke 
away from the fuselage, plunged 
off the bridge and sank into the 
Potomac about 25 yards off the 
Virginia shore. 
Tne tail section also broke away, 
Bell said, and floated for about 20 
minutes. Bell said he saw five or 
six people emerge and escape 
across the ice coating the river. 
RESCUE BOATS were at the 
scene, too, but the ice impeded 
their work. The airport was closed, 
with incoming flights diverted to 
Dulles International Airport in Vir- 
ginia. 
The crash occurred little more 
than a mile from the White House. 
The government had shut down 
its offices in midafternoon because 
of the snow that blanketed the city. 
"One of our people who saw the 
accident said he saw the plane nick 
the south side of the bridge, skip 
over it and go into the Potomac 
River on the north side of the 
bridge," said David Hess of the 
FAA. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - At least 
two persons, perhaps three, were 
killed and eight injured yesterday 
when a rush-hour subway train 
derailed just about the tune an 
airliner slammed into a bridge, 
officials said. 
Rescue efforts in the subway 
accident were disrupted by the 
commitment of disaster units to 
the bridge about a mile and a 
quarter away. 
Brad Dunbar, a spokesman for 
the National Transportation Safety 
Board, said two were killed in the 
subway crash. Theodore Coleman, 
an assistant fire chief, said "I don't 
know how many injuries, but we 
have approximately three fatali- 
ties." 
Firefighter Bill Giovanni said he 
saw "three dead people, two 
women and a man . . . There were 
many injuries." 
GIOVANNI SAID only one car of 
the train - which normally would 
have six or eight cars - left the 
tracks. That car was torn open, he 
said. 
Cody Pfanstiehl, a spokesman 
for the Washington Area Metropol- 
itan Transit Authority, said he had 
been told by the Fire Department 
that eight persons were hurt. He 
said he did not know the extent of 
the injuries. 
Pfanstiehl said the subway train, 
bound from northern Virginia 
through the District of Columbia to 
the Maryland suburbs, could have 
been carrying as many as 1,500 
persons. 
He said he did not know the cause 
of the derailment. Passengers said 
it occurred shortly after the train 
left the Smithsonian Station, came 
to an unexplained stop and began 
backjngup^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
Proposed legislation 
reduces penalty for 
underage drinkers 
by Kyle Silvers 
News staff reporter 
The penalties for persons under 21 
caught drinking liquor or high-power 
beer will be less severe if a bill passes 
through the state legislature. 
Senate Bill 234, sponsored by Sen. 
Ronald Nabakowski (D-Lorain), re- 
duces the penalty for under-age drink- 
ing from a first-degree inisdemeanor 
to a minor misdemeanor, legislative 
aid Robert Radcliff said. 
Radcliff explained that the idea 
behind the bill is that underage drink- 
ing is punished more severely than 
marijuana possession. 
tered opposition from bar owners, 
who are fined if underage people are 
discovered drinking in their establish- 
ment. 
"The only organization, as far as we 
know, that's come out in opposition 
has been the beer and wine distribu- 
tors, simply because they're rep- 
resenting the bar owners,' he said. 
"Some of the individuals don't really 
think it's going to have that much of 
an impact." 
LOCAL BAR OWNERS did not 
seem concerned about the bill. 
Michael Pitmuss, general manager 
of Dixie Electric Company, 25481 N. 
Dixie Hwy, said he didn't think the bill 
staff photo by Ron Hagler 
Members of the cast of UAO's "The Broadway Review," kick up their heels In rehearsal for 
this weekend's song and dance show. The show opens tonight and runs through Saturday 
night at the Side Door, Union. Members of the cast include Amy Mancuso, Bob Kellog, Lauren 
Moldawsky, and Steve Hinger. 
"The only organization, as far as we know, that's come 
out in opposition has been the beer and wine distributors, 
simply because they're representing the bar owners," he 
said. "Some of the individuals don't really think it's going 
to have that much of an impact." 
The new bill would ensure that the 
maximum offense would be $100, 
equivalent to the fine for possession of 
three and a half ounces of marijuana. 
He said he was unsure when the bill 
would receive its first hearing. 
"I'D SAY it's very difficult to say if 
and when it'll receive a hearing," he 
said. "I would say if it's going to get a 
hearing, I'd say March or April would 
be a good guess." 
The legislature, now in its second 
week of hearings, is devoting its time 
to investigating organized crime, he 
said. 
Radcliff said he has not encoun- 
would make any difference. 
"I don't think it's going to have any 
effect at all," he said. 
He added that individual nightclubs 
must set the standards for what they 
allow patrons to get away with. 
"A majority of the nightclubs do not 
try to be police," he said. "I know that 
we are one of the strictest clubs in 
Ohio." 
Uptown owner Bob Annabile said 
many younger patrons of his bar, 
located at 162 N. Main St., attempt to 
get persons over 21 to buy their drinks 
for them anyway. 
"They don't really care," he said. 
"They try to do it anyway." 
Voice warns of monitored Polish phones 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Big Sister 
is warning telephone callers their 
conversations are "being controlled" 
in martial law Poland these days. 
Since telephone service in Poland's 
major cities was restored last Sun- 
day, some numbers start a screechy- 
voiced woman chirping: "Rozmowa 
Kontrolowana, Rozmowa Kontrolo- 
wana." 
In Polish that means "the call is 
being controlled, the call is being 
controlled." 
Big Sister's voice changes, some- 
times high, sometimes a bit huskier. 
But the message is clear: anything 
said on the phone may be heard and 
there should be no doubt about it. 
Big Sister - a variation on Big 
Brother, the symbol of dictatorship in 
George Orwell's "1984" - is wnat 
foreign journalists have dubbed the 
Polish voice. 
ON THE FIRST DAY the tele- 
phones came bark after 29 days of 
silence, the intrusion was often incon- 
sistent. 
People testing the telephones, work- 
ing for the first time since just before 
midnight Dec. 13 when martial law 
began, found that some numbers trig- 
gered Big Sister, while others didn't. 
Calls to the-Roman Catholic Uiurch 
press office were said to be under 
control by the voice, as were calls to 
some others who one could assume 
would be monitored. 
But it was unclear later if the voice 
was triggered by the person placing 
the call, or the phone number receiv- 
ing it. 
TWO DAYS after the phones were 
back in order, every call from The 
Associated Press office phone 
brought the warning "the call is being 
controlled," two or three times. Then 
the voice stopped and the other party 
either did or didn't pick up the phone. 
It was not the fact of the warning, 
but only the form it took that came as 
a surprise. 
In an announcement that telephone 
service would be restored within the 
nation's big cities, the authorities said 
that the calls would be subject to 
control and could be cut at any time if 
whoever was listening deemed them 
damaging to the state. 
The communique also warned that 
telephone conversations could be sub- ject to further checking and anti-state 
activity could be punished. 
SOME PEOPLE reported that calls 
were cut when such words as "inter- 
nees" were used in conversations 
about seized members of the now- 
suspended independent union Solidar- 
ity. 
But others said use of the word 
"Walesa," name of ihe now-seques- 
tered chief of the independent union, 
and "Solidarity" did not trigger a 
cutoff. 
It is unlikely that every single call is 
monitored, but it is impossible to tell 
which are or aren't and the effect of 
the woman's reminder is clear. 
People will be mindful of the voice 
repeating "Rozmowa kontrolowana, 
Rozmowa kontrolowana..." 
Prime Minister's son missing after five days 
GAO, Mali (AP) - Military and 
civilian air and ground search teams 
scoured thousands of square miles of 
the Sahara yesterday for the 28-year- 
old son of British Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher. 
Mark Thatcher disappeared five 
days ago during a grueling cross- 
country auto race through North Af- 
rica. 
The racer's father, Denis, flew to 
Algiers to press the search for his son, 
and in London his mother broke down 
in tears during a speaking en- 
gagement. 
Organizers of the Paris to Senegal 
motor rally said in Paris that a Swiss 
pilot reported seeing Thatcher's white 
Peugeot-Dangell on Monday in a 
rocky desert area of southern Algeria. 
But ground search teams found only 
tire tracks and were unable to deter- 
mine their direction. 
ORGANIZERS SAO) soldiers and 
national police from Algeria and 
neighboring Mali joined the search 
yesterday after race officials were 
unable to locate Thatcher, his co- 
driver Charlotte Verney of France 
and their mechanic Claude Gamier. 
They said a Senegal-based French 
military plane, three smaller private 
planes, two helicopters, three desert 
trucks and a Land-Rover also were 
involved in the search, which included 
race officials and civilian volunteers. 
Thatcher and the two others were 
stranded Friday about 43 miles from 
Timeaouine when their car's axle 
broke, organizers said. 
APPARENTLY THEY were able to 
repair the car sufficiently to keep 
going, but their direction remains a 
mystery. Race officials say commu- 
nications in the area are limited to 
radio contacts and it would be diffi- 
cult for Thatcher to locate either 
telephone or telex facilities in the 
area. 
Denis Thatcher arrived in Algiers 
yesterday and was met by British 
Ambassador Ben Strachan. They 
were to fly to Tamanrasset, Algeria, 
where the search operation isDeing 
coordinated. 
In London, Barrie Gill, head of CSS 
promotions, the firm that has the 
younger Thatcher under a three-year 
contract, said the father flew to Alge- 
ria to "stir things up." 
"MARK HAS BEEN MISSING for 
five days, and we understood there 
has been no proper search until to- 
day," Gill tola reporters. "It is now a 
very serious situation." 
Mrs. Thatcher, looking strained and 
red-eyed, wept openly twice before a 
speech to a small business group. 
Later she told reporters: "I am 
sorry there is no news. I am very 
concerned. My husband will arrive 
there (Algeria) this afternoon." 
Mrs. Thatcher canceled an af- 
ternoon meeting with the Hungarian 
foreign minister because of her con- 
cern about her son. Young Thatcher, 
who is unmarried, has a twin sister, 
Carol - the prime minister's only 
children. 
The third trans-Saharan Paris-Da- 
kar rally began New Year's Day and 
is scheduled to end Jan. 20 in Dakar, 
West Africa. 
Inside 
3 Plans for a new com- 
puter system for regis- 
tering, to be ready in 
1983, should eliminate the 
long lines at drop/add. 
4 Exiled revolutionaries 
from Cuba, Haiti and 
Nicaragua are training 
commandos in Miami in an 
effort to reclaim their home- 
lands. 
6 The B.G.cagers beat 
Kent State last night 
and took over sole pos- 
sesion of first place in the 
MAC. 
Weather 
Cloudy. High in the upper 
teens, low in the low teens. 30 
percent chance of precipita- 
tion. 
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Opinion— 
Drinking bill unduly 
aimed at uniformity 
Senator Ronald Nabakowski's Senate bill 234, which 
would lower the penalties for drinking under age from a 
nrst-degree misdemeanor to a minor misdemeanor, is a 
good example of comparing apples to oranges. 
Nabakowski says the billwas initiated by the fact that 
drinking under age is more strictly penalized than posses- 
sion of marijuana. 
The new bill would provide that underage drinkers 
could be fined a maximum of $100, the same penalty for 
possessing three and one-half ounces of marijuana. 
We think the penalties should have no bearing on each 
other. 
If Nabakowski's bill was initiated in the name of 
uniformity of punishment, perhaps he should have tried to 
make the penalty for drinking while underage even 
suffer, since Ohio law enforcement officials are cracking 
down on drunk drivers by handing out harsher punish- 
Regardless of the stand a person may take on mari- juana, he cannot deny that substance abuse by anyone, 
and especially juveniles, is harmful. 
Bill 234 seems to suggest that it is OK for underage 
persons to drink, or at least that it is more OK than it used 
One of Nabakowski's legislative aids says bar owners 
are opposed to the bill because they believe reducing the 
penalty will increase the number of underage persons 
drinking in bars. 
In November of 1980, a University student was mur- 
dered when a group of juveniles tried to get into the bar 
where the student was working. 
Taking a bite out of the underage drinking penalty's 
apple will not make it look any more like an orange than it 
did before. It will only make it a weaker law. 
Fast-food restaurants put 
up on the chopping block 
Focus 
by Jerry Petersen 
University Student        
This week I am examining one of 
this town's, and this nation s great 
institutions: the fast-food restaurant. 
In considering fast-food restaurants, 
we must first ask ourselves, "What is 
fast food? How is it defined?" To 
answer ourselves, perhaps the follow- 
ing guide will suffice: Fast food is like 
fast women; cheap, quick, and easy to 
get to. 
For example, take the most famous 
of fast-food restaurants, McDonald's. 
Please. True, it provides a change of 
pace from eating at home or in the 
dorm, and is reasonably inexpensive. 
But McDonald's is, well, McDonald's. 
Everyone is so familiar with it that 
they recognize it more readily than 
close relatives. 
But the McDonald's people are very 
clever. Just about the time you're 
getting tired of their food, they spring 
a new sweep-stakes on you with im- 
mense prizes to get you to come in. 
And of course, once you're in, you'll 
eat. Unfortunately the odds against 
winning immense prizes are also im- 
mense. Seriously, folks, 416 million to 
one? 
For a change of pace from the 
change of pace that McDonald's is 
supposed to provide, I recommend 
Wendy's or Burger King. Wendy's 
provides something you can't get any- 
where else: square hamburgers. Yes 
sir, they don't cut comers at Wendy's. 
It's a little bit more expensive than 
McDonald's, but I figure that's be- 
cause of the extra meat you get in the 
corners. 
The trouble with Wendy's, accord- 
ing to my parents (who are renowned 
experts on such matters) is that Gov- 
ernor Rhodes has a financial interest 
in it. And I would hate to think I was 
supporting him when I eat there. 
For anybody who's ever wondered 
what veal parmegiana would taste 
like in a sandwich, and I imagine 
there are throngs of you out there, 
there is the new specialty sandwich at 
Burger King. Because of the apparent 
success of the veal parmegiana sand- 
wich for people with Italian tastes, 
Burger King is now considering the 
addition of a quiche lorraine sandwich 
for French tastes, and a chop suey 
sandwich for Chinese tastes. 
Burger King seems to be vying with 
McDonald's for the most inane com- 
mercials aimed at kids, and it's a 
close race. Just once I want to see the 
Duke of Doubt squirt a glob of mus- 
tard in the magical Burger King's 
face. 
At Roy Rogers on the way down- 
town you can get roast beef and other 
non-typical stuff, but when I went 
there once I had to wait for my french 
fries. Waiting for trench fries is not 
fun. Any place where you have to wait 
for french fries doesn't deserve the 
tiUe of fast-food restaurant. That's 
what did in Gyro Station, you know. 
That and the fact that nothing is ever 
successful when it's in a former Bur- 
ger Chef location. 
In Bowling Green, the Kentucky 
Fried Chicken is too far from any- 
thing to warrant serious consider- 
ation unless you are on your way to or 
from Toledo. And then there is Ca- 
sey's hamburgers across the street 
from the Colonel's, which is so easy to 
miss you've probably never heard of 
it. 
I suppose Ponderosa can be added 
to the list of fast-food restaurants, 
though often you don't get your steak 
delivered until after you've been to 
the salad bar. And it's hard to think of 
steak as fast food, no matter how 
quickly you get it. 
Speaking of steak, have you ever 
thought of how absurd it is to name a 
steak restaurant the "Lucky" Steer? 
Obviously, the steers thai end up 
there aren't so lucky. 
Anyway, regardless of which fast- 
food restaurant you choose, it sure 
beats doing dishes. 
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Day means more than sleeping in 
On Monday, January 18, the Black 
Student Union (BSU) will be hosting a 
day of recognition for Martin Luther 
King, Jr. At 4:30 p.m. in Room 220 of 
the Math/Science Bldg., a film is to be 
shown. At 8:00 p.m. in the same room, 
Gil Noble, TV host of Like It Is, author 
of "Black is the Color of My TV 
Tube," and Emmy award-winner, is 
to lecture. The BSU hopes everyone 
will be able to attend this day for 
King. 
King's day of recognition is being 
called a holiday at the University. We 
all know this will probably mean an 
extra day of sleep for some. But some 
of us are able to he at Bowling Green 
partly because of King. 
King tried to integrate into a society 
where the so-called majority didnt 
want the so-called minority to inte- 
grate with them. And in reality the so- 
called minorities didn't integrate with 
the so-called majorities in the first 
place. But not to show up for this 
event would be to show shame to 
King. It would mean everything King 
was assassinated for was a waste. 
But if we knew some of the accom- 
plishments Martin made for us to 
make this a better country, and in- 
deed a better world, we would show 
up on this day. 
Are we aware of what King tried to 
do? In the 1950's King led a bus 
boycott which was sparked by Rosa 
Parks, who refused to give her seat to 
a white man. Most African-Ameri- 
cans stayed off the buses. There were 
about 17,000 Black riders arid some 
14,500 observed the boycott, accord- 
ing to James Haskins in his book "The 
Life and Death of Martin Luther King 
Jr.". 
The boycott was a success. The 
whites did not believe Blacks to be a 
well-organized people. White employ- 
ers threatened to fire Blacks. This 
only served to help King and others 
double their efforts to organize the 
people for common cause of human 
rights. Martin said he would lead 
demonstrations until "Pharaoh lets 
God's people go." But King knew this 
task would not be easy, especially 
with the likes of Public Safety Com- 
missioner   Theophilus    Eugene 
Focus 
by Keith Rogers 
Black Student Union Member 
("Bull") Connor who did everything 
in his power to stop King. 
When King and his demonstrators 
marched into Alabama, Connor used 
some of the most tyrannical attacks 
any human being could use on another 
with his police dogs biting people, his 
fire hoses spraying people, and his 
policemen clubbing people, like we 
would swat a fly. And when all that 
failed, King and the protestors were jailed countless times. 
Believe it or not, all these barbarian 
acts had a positive affect, because it 
let this country and the world know 
how this nation treated some of its 
people. These crimes to humanity 
against Blacks, King and his follow- 
ers constantly pressuring for human 
rights, finally forced Congress to pass 
the first "civil" rights act since 1875. 
The direction to human rights has 
been helped by Supreme Court acts on 
voting, by King leading bus boycotts, 
"sit Eis, ana marches, by African 
nations like Ghana, which took its 
independence from Great Britian in 
1957; and even a man who gets less 
recognition than King, Malcom X. All 
played a part in getting what they 
called the Civil Rights Act of 1957, and 
1960, and 1964 (Even now, though, 
they are trying to renew another so- 
called Civil Rights Act). All these 
events were cited so we could know all 
the pain Martin and others went 
through for us. 
Martin went through a lot of an- 
guish for us-for everybody. Martin 
was a man who wanted us to get our 
human rights now-not later. Martin 
was a man who put his life on the line 
to make ours better. And for us not to 
show up on King's day would be to 
make a mockery of him. 
There are some people who do plan 
to sleep, but here s hoping everyone 
on campus will attend the events at 
the Math/Science Bldg. For Martin 
did not sleep during the sixties, so let 
us not sleep during the eighties. Be- 
cause in reality, can we afford to 
sleep an extra day when time is 
running out on us? 
qr cnusws tam*«m m* M am*r 
Letters. - 
Will atheism be 
the only choice? 
U.S. District Judge William Over- 
ton struck down the Arkansas Law 
requiring that creationism be taught 
in the public schools. 
One of the state's arguments was 
that evolution is as religious as cre- 
ationism. The Judge rejected this 
argument saying that past cases "and 
perhaps also common sense" show us 
that evolution is not a religion. I 
couldn't disagree more. 
What one believes concerning the 
origins of our planet and human life 
are of the utmost importance in shap- 
ing any individual's basic presupposi- 
tions about life. The essesnee of any 
meaningful religion deals with defi- 
ning these very basic questions. 
Many proponents of evolution have 
used it to propagate a basic world 
view that excludes God. This is the 
religion of the atheist. Other basic 
presuppositions about man's mean- 
lngfiuness. ethics, society's role, 
etc....can he taken back to this start- 
ing point. 
The book of Genesis gives an ac- 
count of our origins as beginning with 
God. God made the heavens and earth 
Respond- 
and man in His likeness and image. 
This is the starting point for the 
Judiac and Christian world views, or 
should I say religions. 
My point is that the public school 
system by excluding creationism, 
contributes to our children having the 
religion of Atheism only to choose 
from. 
Rev. Jamas Barth 
Associate Pastor - Charts Community 
Church 
1124 Mourningdove, BG. 
Holiday should be 
observed with respect 
The University is for the first time in 
its history observing a "no-classes" 
day on January 18 in honor of Martin 
Luther King Jr.'s birthday. (The ac- 
tual birthday is on January 15). It is 
hoped that for those who have always 
cared and still continue to care that 
our thoughts turn to - especially on 
this designated day - this human 
being who had the dream that "one 
day... every man will respect the 
dignity and worth of human personal- 
ity." 
KELLY 
Dr. King once said that he wanted to 
be remembered this way: that "... 
(he) tried to love somebody ... (he) 
tried to be right on the (Vietnam) war 
question . . . (he) did try to feed the 
hungry .. . (he) did try to visit those 
who were in prison ... (he) tried to 
love and serve humanity ... I just 
want to leave a committed life be- 
hind." 
On this day, let us celebrate on 
January 18 on this campus in a re- 
spectful and positive way. May it be 
part of our education. 
R. Errol Lam 
3 Gypsy Lsna Court 
Student burns over 
steep GPAs 
I was sitting in my room Friday 
afternoon when I picked up a copy of 
The BG News and read the Letter to 
the Editor column. The article on the 
"new" requirements for journalism 
caught my attention because I have 
fallen into the same bureaucratic 
pitfall. 
I'm a broadcast journalism major 
and last quarter I had a 2.5 GPA, 
which isn't bad, but isn't good enough 
to stay in the School of Journalism. 
When I first decided to go into journa- 
lism, I needed a 2.0 average or better. 
Then it went to a 2.6 and now it's a 2.7. 
Before long we'll all need a 3.0 or 
better. 
What I don't understand is why the 
aclministration doesn't hire new in- 
structors to handle the overflow of 
students instead of raising the GPA. 
I'm paying a good deal of money to 
attend school here and I have restric- 
tions on what I can and cannot take. 
Personally, I think it's a lot of B.S. 
I'm speaking for the majority of 
Journalism students, if not all of them, 
iy saying the administration had bet- 
ter do something to solve this problem 
or else they'll nave a lot of angry 
students, as well as parents. 
Mark Kosltr 
13S Rodgsft 
by Hatcher & Stepanski 
If you would like to comment on 
something in the News or anything 
of interest to the campus or com- 
munity, write to The BG News. 
The letter or guest column should 
be typewritten, triple-spaced, and 
signed. Please include your ad- 
dress and telephone number for 
verification. Letters to the editor 
should not be longer than 200 words 
and columns should not be longer 
than 500 words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. All are subject to 
condensation. 
The letters are the individual opi- 
nions of the writers and the. ac- 
curacy of their statements has not 
been checked by the News. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor of The BG News 
IN University Hall. 
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New system will improve student class registration 
by David Sigworth 
News itaff reporter 
University personnel have begun 
formulating plans for a new, state-of- 
the-art registration system, to be 
functional no later than fall semester 
1963. 
Speaking at the Board of Trustees 
meeting last week, Interim President 
Dr. Michael Ferrari said the Univer- 
sity "must move in the direction of a 
state-of-the-art registration system 
that permits students to obtain on-line 
registration service." 
Comparing the system's ability to 
those used for airline reservations, 
Ferrari explained the system to the 
Board: "A student would submit a 
schedule request to a terminal opera- 
tor. The operator would enter the 
request to check for validity, avail- 
abuty and absence of conflicts for the 
requested classes. 
VANY SCHEDULING conflicts, 
closed courses or other problems 
which might arise could be identified 
and adjusted immediately by the stu- 
dent and his or her adviser,   he said. 
Ferrari said the registration sys- 
tem currently used by the University, 
developed in 1965, has been strained 
by changes in program options, ca- 
reer interests and needs and require- 
ments, as well as increased 
enrollments. 
Because of this, he said, "Partial 
scheduling and long lines for drops 
and adds of courses have become all 
too prevalent in recent academic 
quarters, resulting in increasing costs 
and inconveniences for faculty, staff 
and students." 
The on-line system. Ferrari said 
yesterday, would enable students to 
walk away from an adviser knowing 
what courses are available and, thus, 
what to sign up for - as well as what 
not to sign up for. 
"THERE'LL be no more, 'Well, call 
back tomorrow' (from advisers)," he 
said. 
BG log. 
But, he added, "I don't want to 
make it look like it's going to solve all 
our problems. It's not. But it is a 
significant step forward ... I'm not 
suggesting that we're not doing the 
best we can with the system that we 
have. It's just that the system we 
have constrains the staff." 
The estimated cost to the Univer- 
sity - $150,000 to $200,000 - will be 
amortized over a number of years, he 
said. The precise costs are not known 
because plans have not reached the 
bidding stage, he said. 
In cost savings, Ferrari said the 
system will allow the University to 
reduce the number of part-time em- 
ployees, as well as frustrated students 
and faculty members. 
"ITS PROBABLY one of the most 
revolutionary new systems Bowling 
Green will be instituting in a long 
time," Dr. Richard Conrad, manager 
of computer services, said yesterday. 
Conrad said the new system will 
have a "major, positive impact" on 
students, on comparison between the 
current and new systems, and in 
improvements in the advising and 
scheduling process. 
The new system basically will run 
on the existing University hardware, 
Conrad said, although new computer 
terminals and print-out machines will 
have to be purchased. 
Ferrari said steps to acquire the 
necessary software and hardware 
should be completed by the end of the 
academic year. He said the Univer- 
sity must define the pertaining goals, 
explore the narrow vendor market 
and then work closely with the chosen 
vendor. 
Converting the system will take 
about a year, he said, so it will not be 
operative until the summer or fall 
semesters of 1963. 
"But there's no point in waiting," 
he said. 'It makes no sense in de- 
laying any aspect of it." 
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THE STRANGER will be shown on Wednesday, Jan. 
20, at 7:30 p.m. in 220 Math-Science Bldg. The Green 
Sheet incorrectly listed the showing for Tuesday, Jan. 
19. The movie, co-sponsored by the Philosophy and 
Romance Language departments, is free. 
IRAN AND THE ISLAMIC Revolution will be dis- 
cussed by Mohammad Takhshid, a graduate student 
from Iran at 8:30 p.m. on Monday, Jan. 18, in the 
Honors Center, Kreischer lower level. This event is one 
of the "Cultural Conversations" sponsored by the 
University Honors Program. 
THE UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES" Organization is 
sponsoring an Events Calendar and Board which is on 
permanent display at the library. 
HOW TO GET A JOB will be the discussion topic at a 
brown bag lunch featuring Ed Heminger, assistant 
managing editor of the Dayton Journal Herald at 11:30 
a.m. in Room 209 Moseley Hall on Friday, Jan. 15. 
Bring your own lunch. 
THE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOCIATION Su- 
perdance Marathon Informational meetings for tonight 
will be held at 8:00 p.m. in McDonald East loung and at 
9:00 p.m. in the Prout main lounge. 
THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY is sponsoring 
a Quit-Smoking Clinic, using behavior modification and 
Sit support, beginning in late January. For more 
ormation or to register, contact ACS at 353-6545 or 
2554639. 
THE TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION technique 
will be the topic of a lecture this evening sponsored by 
the Students International Meditation Society. The 
lecture is free and will be held in the Perry-Croghan 
room of the University Union at 8:00 p.m. 
MINORITY STUDENTS in Health Care Professions 
Organization will present three speakers at 7:00 p.m. in 
Room 114 Education Bldg. tonight. They are Dr. How- 
ard Williams, Dean of Ohio State University College of 
Veterinary Medicine; Danny Boone of the University 
Health Careers Program; and Cheryl Small wood of the 
Ohio State University College of Dentistry. 
THE FALCONETTES, the University precision skate 
team will perform between the first and second periods 
at the hockey game on Friday, Jan. 15. 
ANYONE INTERESTED in becoming a peer coun- 
selor at The Well for the 1982-83 academic year should 
call 372-0302 between 1:00 and 4:00 p.m. on weekdays. 
Deadline for applying is Friday, Jan. 29. 
ALTHOUGH CLASSES and most of the University 
will be closed on Monday, Jan. 18 in observance of 
Martin Luther King Day, the University Placement 
Services will be open. Interviews for that day will be 
with Eastman Kodak, Arthur Anderson and O'Neil 
Associates. Students who fail to attend scheduled inter- 
views will be marked as "no shows." 
THE 1982 EDITION OF Who's Who Among Students 
in American Universities and Colleges will carry the 
names of 45 university students who nave been selected 
as being among the country's most outstanding campus 
leaders. The list includes: 
Kelly Bachman, Nancy Becker, Denise Bostdorff, 
David Brussee, Philip Burns, Tracy Carrick, Lisa 
Coffman, Jeffrey Dey, Steve Elchart, Beth EUen- 
berger, Everet Gallagher, Diana Gardella, Lisa 
Gravette, James Grierson, Michael Houck, Ann Jack- 
son, Jennifer Janes, Julie Landes, Vicki Lako, Mary 
Ellen Levak, S. Dirk Lohr, Anne Phelan, Charles Pona, 
Margie Potapchuck, Laura Radice, Keith Reinke, Sara 
Ringle, Lisa Robertson, Lisa Santomen, Anne Marie 
Sferra, Christine Skowronek, Kelly Smith, Anne Steiff, 
Scott Stoll,, Christine Strider, Darlene Tucker, Nikki 
Vescovi, Adam Vetter, Charlene Waggoner, Roger 
Weaver, Joyce Weigler, Patricia Wise, Kevin Woh- 
lever, J. Brady Young, and Mary Kay Zajac. 
THE WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAM is held in the 
Golf Room of the Rec Center every Tuesday from 6-7:30 
p.m. For more information, call The Well at 372-0302 
between 1-4:00 p.m. Free. 
CORRECTION 
Several facts which appeared in a Newsbrief article 
in yesterday's News were incorrect. This is the correct 
version. The News regrets the error. 
TO ALL GENERAL BUSINESS students in the Col- 
lege of Business Administration with 90 hours or less at 
the beginning of fall quarter 1981. Check the Mowing 
for your assigned date and time for advising assistance 
for the quarter/semester conversion. These sessions 
will be held in 126 West Hall beginning Tuesday, Jan. 19. 
The following schedule will be observed according to 
the alphabetical listing: 
A,B: Tues., Jan. 19 at 8:30 p.m. 
CD: Wed., Jan. 20 at 7:30 p.m. 
E.F.G: Wed., Jan. 20 at 8:30 p.m. 
H,I,J: Thurs., Jan. 21 at 7:30p.m. 
K.I..M: Thurs., Jan. 21 at 8:30 p.m. 
N.O.P.Q: Fri., Jan. 22 at 1:00p.m. 
R,S,T,U: Tues., Jan. 26 at 1:00 p.m. 
V,W,X,Y,Z: Tues., Jan. 26 at 7:30 p.m. 
An alternate date and time for those unable to attend 
their assigned sessions will be announced in The News 
on January 22. 
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WANTED: ESCORTS 
. -Call Commuter 
Off 
Campus 
Organization 
372-0360 
H W W M 
ONE LOW PRICE $29^—$4988^ $3988 
CONTACT 
LfNSB*' 
Guaranteed No Finer Lenses 
Available at Any Price 
Burlinqton Optical 
I   I I   .'.OOS1FH SIAD1UMPIAZA I1&3SUVANIA   lOUDO 
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i FREE ITEM i 
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HAPPY AT HOURc 
Its time for Aquarists to Get Tanked! 
Get Soaked to the gills! 
Drown your Sorrows! 
Watch the Bubbly! 
2 For 1 
Fish Sale 
Between 4:00 - 8:00 Thurs. And Fri. 
All Freshwater Fish and Saltwater Damsel Fish 
BG's Largest Selection Of Fresh and Saltwater Fish 
OffUHfU* 
CRAZY GEORGE 
IS GIVING AWAY 
FREE. ONE 
QUART OF COKEJ 
wHh any medium or iirgt 2 Horn plua. 
Pagtal't EMI WMdy h« th» BEST 
PIZZA VALUE In town, but with • FREE 
QUART OF COKE, V% ">• 
BEST DEAL IN TOWN!" 
CALL Paglia's East 
FREE DAYTIME DELIVERY 
1Tfci BG Km Jinn M, IttJ 
REN  & STACY 
mm S 
APPEARING 
Fri., Jan. 15 & Sat., Jan. 16 
9:30 p.m.  $1 Cover 
': KV* 
Wooatcr @ State St. 
(You must be 21 after 8 p.m.) 
'University Village and' 
University Court s 
Apartments 
(Located at the corner of Clough and 
Mercer streets 1 block south of campus). 
Spacious 2 bedroom, furnished apartments 
within walking distance to shopping, 
campus activities and movie theatres. 
Student rental applications for 82 83 school 
year will be accepted starting Feb. 1. 1982. 
Rental rates include heating, cooking and water. 
Rental applications may be obtained at 
Amherst Village Apartments,   (Rental Office) 
1520 Clough St.     3520164 
Office Hours:  9-5 
Exiles scheme in Miami 
Applications are now available for people who are interested in runn- 
ing for Black Student Union officers. The positions are President, 
Vice-president of Operations, and Vice-president of Business. Ap- 
plications may be picked up at the B.S.U. office or from present 
officers: 
Jeff English 
Bruce Lavender 
ReneeTolliver 
Michael Jackson 
Office 
MIAMI (AP) - Like Paris of the 1920s, Miami buzzes 
with the plots of exiles scheming to reclaim their 
homeland. 
In that Paris of long ago, the talk was of Czarist 
Russia and the Austro-Hungarian empire. In Florida, 
the topics now are Haiti, Cuba and Nicaragua. In both 
lands and both times, fact is hard to distill from rumor. 
On Sunday, the Haitian military said it routed the tiny 
vanguard of an invasion force on the island of Tortuga. 
On Tuesday, the Haitian government said that 40 more 
invaders had landed. 
IN THE Florida Everglades, an "Inter-American 
Defense Force" that includes Cuban-American teen- 
agers, former members of the Nicaraguan army and 
veterans of the failed 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba 
trains in commando tactics on weekends and claims to 
stand ready to ignite revolutions in Nicaragua and 
Cuba. 
Jorge Gonzalez, known as "Bombillo" or "Light- 
bulb, has been running its three Everglades camps for 
nearly two years. Gonzalez, a 48-year-old Cuban, said 
his group hasn't received any direct aid from the CIA or 
other U.S. government agency, but feels it enjoys the 
support of the administration because of President 
Reagan's tough stands against the Soviet Union and 
Cuba. 
"The principal aid we have received has been the 
declarations of the president," Gonzalez said. "It's not 
weapons we need, but freedom of action." 
MYI.ES FRECHETTE, head of the State Depart- 
ment's Cuba desk, said recently that the Reagan 
administration's attitude toward the groups is 'The 
same as the last administration - make sure the law is 
obeyed. But you have to understand that prosecution 
under the Neutrality Act is very difficult. 
"You can train until you're blue in the face, but it's 
only when they catch you at the seashore that the 
government can show that you are carrying out an 
invasion." Frechette said. 
In Miami, the veteran anti-Castro organization Alpha 
66 claims to be carrying out its year-old "Maximo 
Gomez" plan for Cuban insurrection. Last July the 
Cuban government reported the capture of five Miami- 
launched commandos on a Cuban beach. 
Alpha 66 also has a secret training camp in the 
Southern California desert where it trains 20 Cuban 
men and women, as well as a dozen Nicaraguan exiles, 
to prepare for invasions of both countries. A report in 
Monday's San Diego Union said the California arm of 
Alpha 66 claimed to have infiltrated Cuba last month. 
SUCH GROUPS invariably claim unofficial U.S. 
government support and widespread underground sup- 
Over 
25 exciting 
Mini Courses are 
being offered to you 
this quarter 
SIGN UP BY TOMORROW 
;n the UAO Office, 
3rd Floor Union. 
TAKE A CLASS YOU'LL BE SURE TO PASS! 
MODEL OPEN.... 
NOON TIL 4 00 P.M. WEEKENDS 
11 A.M. TIL NOON SATURDAY 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
BEHIND MARK'S PIZZA PUB 
NEXT TO STERLING MILK A DORSE Y DRUG 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 8 FALL SCHOOL OF 1982 
OPENINGS FOR STUDENTS 
TO FILL 4 M AN A PTS. (SUMMER A FALL SCHOOL YEAR) 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM (1-4) STUDENTS SUMMER OUARTER 
10 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR 
■ • Modern-Furnished Cable T V 
• 2 min  Walk to Campus 
• 5 min  Walk to Downtown 
• 25 business establishments at your tront door 
•• Large Ireezer lor additional lood savings 
• Free parking at your front door 
Gas barbeque grill lor the gourmet cook 
• No car required, save on pas  parking & operating costs 
• No long walks on those zero winter days or m the mud & slush 
• Well lighted streets between apts    campus and shopping areas 
• Friendly, Helpful Landlords 
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP. 
GO CAMPUS MANOR 
FROM $595.00 Per Person per Semester 
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC 
(heat A A.C. by Gat) -Cabl* T.V. 
Model open noon til 4 00 p m Weekdays 
Saturday Mam  Noon 
352-9302 
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS 
352-7365 
VMS & 
port within the target nation. 
The U.S. government has consistently denied sup- 
porting any of these would-be invasion forces. 
Bernard Sansaricq, 37, a Haitian native who owns a 
gas station in Fort Lauderdale, claimed to have landed 
several hundred armed men on Tortuga, off Haiti, over 
the weekend. Haitian government officials said several 
of eight rebels were captured and the rest chased into 
the island's hills Sunday. 
Sansaricq reportedly left South Caicos, on the British 
Turks and Caicos Islands nearly 100 miles north of 
Haiti, late Sunday with 20 men aboard a sloop bound for 
Tortuga. 
SANSARICQ had openly talked of his invasion plans 
for months, according to leaders of South Florida's 
Haitian exile community of more than 50,000. 
In the 1960s Sansaricq was involved in two failed plots 
against the Duvalier regime* which turned back several 
such threats after the late President Francois "Papa 
Doc" Duvalier established a dictatorship in 1957. One 
invasion force during those years included two former 
Dade County deputy sheriffs, who were killed. 
FBI spokesman Welton Merry said Monday the State 
Department has asked for an investigation of Sansaricq 
for possible Neutrality Act violations, and the Inter- 
American Defense Force and Alpha 66 also are under 
investigation. 
The huge influx of Haitian exiles into South Florida in 
the last three years apparently has given new life to 
invasion plots aimed at toppling Papa Doc's son, 
President-for-Life Jean Claude "Baby Doc" Duvalier. 
ANTI-CASTRO activity also has stepped up again in 
Miami after the 1960 Cuban boatlift influx of 125,000 
refugees and reports of worsening economic troubles on 
the communist island 90 miles south of Key West. 
Seven members of Alpha 66 were arrested in January 
1961 on federal firearms charges after their weapons- 
laden boat was stopped off the Florida Keys. 
Cuban President Fidel Castro has criticized the 
Reagan administration for not cracking down on Alpha 
66, and the Sandinista government has expressed 
concern to the United States about the Inter-American 
Defense Force. 
The Inter-American Defense Force claims to have 800 
Cuban and Central American exiles financed by exile 
goups from Panama, Cuba and Nicaragua and claims 
have infiltrated 100 Nicaraguan exiles into the 
northern border of the nation. 
The Brigade of 2506 also sponsors a commando camp 
in the Everglades west of here. The brigade is com- 
posed of survivors of the 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion, a 
CIA-backed invasion of Cuba which ended in the deaths 
of 114 volunteers and the capture of 1,189 Cuban exiles. 
Do something nice 
for yourself! 
Start this New Year 
with a perm style 
that can't wash out! 
Save S12/S8/S4 on 
After-Holiday special 
reduced perm prices at 
Command Performance! 
Since you've now taken 
care of family & friends, 
why not do something nice 
for yourself: call us at 
Command Performance and 
make an appointment for 
a priced-lower-than-ever 
perm of your choice! 
SAVE $4 on partial perm: 
Now $21 instead  of $25 
SAVE $8 on a full perrrt 
Now $27 instead of $35 
SAVE $12 on perm & cut 
Now $27 instead of $39 
or $37 instead of $49 
Open week nights 'til 9„ 
Sat. 9 to 7... Sun. 12 to 5. 
Call our nearest salon 
to make your appointment. 
1072 N. Main  352-6516 
Command Performance 
The Hakstylmg Place 
COffer good thru 1/31/82 & 
may not be used w/ another 
special offer or discount) 
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Gregg praises Walsh this time 
Bengals still remember 49er defeat 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Time has not healed 
the deepest wounds suffered by the Cincinnati 
Bengals in an otherwise spectacular season. 
"They licked us good here in our own 
stadium," Bengals' coach Forrest Gregg said 
this week, referring to a 21-3 defeat infLoted 
by the San Francisco 49ers in December. 
"They really did a job on us." 
It was the most lopsided defeat suffered by 
the Bengals, who will meet the 49ers on Jan. 24 
in the Super Bowl. 
Although 49ers Coach Bill Walsh lavishly 
praised the Bengals before their Dec. 6 game 
at Riverfront Stadium, Gregg beat him to the 
punch this week in preparation for the first 
Super Bowl appearance by either team. 
We've played a lot ot teams, but there 
wasn't a team anywhere that I was more 
impressed by personally," Gregg said. 
The Bengals rolled up more yards passing 
and rushing than the 49ers in that game, but 
turned the ball over three times on fumbles 
and three times on interceptions. 
THE 49ERS' hard hitting contributed to the 
turnovers by the Bengals, who lost just nine 
fumbles ana had nine passes intercepted in 
their 15 other regular-season games. 
"We've got to realize that when we've got 
the ball in our hands, they are going to try to 
stick you," Gregg said. 
The six turnovers in one game were unusual 
for the sure-handed Bengals, who made few 
mistakes in compiling a 12-4 record. 
Gregg said there are similarities between 
Bengals quarterback Ken Anderson and 49ers 
quarterback Joe Montana. Anderson finished 
as the top-ranked passer and the most valu- 
able player in his 11th National Football 
League season. Montana is in his third season. 
"He (Montana) makes good choices. He 
seldom tries to force the ball (when passing). 
He takes what's there and comes back to fight 
another day," Gregg said. "He's got a good 
feeling for avoiding the rush. Those are the 
similarities I see." 
Gregg praised his quarterback, who last 
Sunday threw two touchdown passes and 
completed 14 of 22 passes for 161 yards despite 
the punishing weather in the Bengals' 27-7 
victory over San Diego for the AFC 
championship. 
"I've only been with Ken Anderson for two 
years. His record speaks for itself, what he's 
done all year and what he did (Sunday) under 
those conditions," Gregg said. "I think a lot of 
it (his performance Sunday) was just Kenny's 
sheer determination that he wanted to get n 
done." 
Former Bengal could be top threat 
Elliott unlikely San Francisco hero 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Lenvil Elliott was 
told last summer that his pro football career 
probably was over, and he says there were no 
hard feelings toward San Francisco 49ers 
Coach Bill Walsh. 
"I understood. No one builds teams on 30- 
year-old running backs with bad knees," said 
Elliott, a 30-year-old running back with bad 
knees, who may be the 49ers' top rushing 
threat when they face the Cincinnati Bengals 
in Super Bowl XVI. 
Elhott. who came off the 49ers' injured 
reserve list the day before the National Foot- 
ball League playoffs began, carried 10 times 
for a team-leading 48 yards and caught one 
pass for 24 yards Sunday in the 28-27 victory 
over Dallas that gave the 49ers their first 
conference title. 
Elliott was with the Bengals six years, 
including three when Walsh served as an 
assistant coach. He joined the 49ers as a free 
agent in 1979 and was with the team until last 
summer, when Walsh waived him late in 
training camp. 
"Bill told me when I left there was a 
Essibility I could come back if some other 
cks got hurt. He told me to try and stay in 
shape,' said Elliott. "I would be out of foot- 
ball if it weren't for Bill. 
"I WENT to Pittsburgh and the Steelers 
looked at me, but I was just in their camp one 
day. They knew I'd had knee surgery, but they 
wanted to see how quick I was. 
The 49ers did have injury problems in their 
backfield after cutting Elliott, and he was re- 
signed after the opening game of the regular 
season. But another knee injury forcea him 
onto the injured list, and he went home, to 
Cincinnati, for 10 weeks. 
Elliott carried a big part of the rushing load 
against Dallas because Ricky Patton, the 
49ers' regular-season rushing leader, was out 
with a sore knee. On the game-winning, 89- 
yard touchdown drive in the closing minutes, 
Elliott carried four times for gains of 6, 11, 7 
and 7 yards. 
"Lenvil is too old to take the constant 
pounding in the NFL for a whole season," said 
Walsh. ,JBut for one or two games, he still has 
the ability to be outstanding, and that's what 
he was for us in this game. 
Elliott, who carried the ball only seven 
times in the regular season, said, "It just felt 
Sood to get the responsibility. The Dallas 
efense was loose because they didn't want to 
give up six quick points, and they knew a field 
goal woukuVt hurt them. 
"I was just thinking about holding onto the 
ball and trying to get out of bounds to stop the 
clock. They made us work slowly down the 
field, and we took what they gave us. We were 
patient." 
Robinson, Aaron elected to hall 
NEW YORK (AP) - Hank Aaron, base- 
ball's all-time home rim king, and Frank 
Robinson, the only person named Most 
Valuable Player in Both major leagues, 
are going into the Hall of Fame together, 
elected by overwhelming majorities in 
voting announced yesterday. 
Aaron missed becoming the first unani- 
mous Hall of Fame selection by nine 
votes, named on 406 of the 415 ballots 
cast. Robinson received 370 votes. Elec- 
tion required 312 votes, 75 percent of 
those cast by 10-year members of the 
Baseball Writers Association of America. 
Pitcher Juan Marichal finished third in 
the balloting with 305 votes, seven short 
of the number required for election. Slug- 
fer Harmon Killebrew was fourth with 
46 followed by relief pitcher Hoyt Wil- 
helm with 236. Don Drysdale (233), Gil 
Hodges (205), Luis Aparicio (174), Jim 
Bunning   (138)   and   Red  Schoendienst. 
REMINDER TO ALL-SPORTS 
PASS HOLDERS: Today and to- 
morrow are the only days that all- 
sports pass holders will have prior- 
ity over the general public in pick- 
ing up tickets for next Wednesday 
night's game against Toledo in 
Anderson Arena. If the tickets are 
not gone by Monday morning, they 
will be available to the general 
Eublic on a first-come, first-serve 
asis. 
?*T imiiiii mfmw 
GLIMPSE Of The Dream: 
The Man and the Dream 
Date; January 11-18. 1982 
Special Events in Honor of 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Library Display - January 11-18 
Martin Luther King Jr.. video 
January 14, 12:00-12:30 p.m., 
and 12:30 to 1:00 p.m. in the 
Sid* Door of the Union. 
Alpha Phi Alpha Scrapbook Display 
In the Main Library, Jan. 11-18. 
Buttons honoring Dr. King will 
be available at the S.D.P. office. 
Donation 25 cents. 
\im^TZZZZTZIZZTZT& S 
/    roiuilU f    r*   w ill' 
CABARET 
BROADWAY REVIEW '81 
/.,./„„■„.,A'r/A"//' ,, ,...//.„,.„,,! 
FOUR GREAT SHOWS! 
7/,,.., /,.. H 7.. /,., ,, s;,, /,., ,„ 
H r»   Hi  Uhtm  "/„„ <>.„„ 
Side Door Union 
Make your reservations now by 
Calling 372-2638 or 372-2343 
^•L  ....ll.nl ,...iuiiy of l<)XI '. &,nX.y  kill! 
BETA THETA PI PRESENTS 
BETA BIG TIME WRESTLING 
Thursday, 7:30 p.m., at the House 
Ring side Seats available to all 
RUSH BETA 7:30 p.m.!!! 
AArVVVNrWV\rVWSrVSrWVVSrVVVV 
In commemoration of Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday. The 
Black Student Union is sponsoring a major event which twill 
be held on Monday January 18, 1982. A movie entitled, 
"Amazing Grace," will be shown at 4:30 p.m. in room 220 
MSC auditorium. There will also be a lecture given by the 
Emmy Award winning newsman Gil Noble, host of WABC-TV 
"Like It Is". The program will also be held in 220 MSC at 8:00 
p.m.. Both programs are admission free and all students are 
urged to attend. 
MR. BO JANGLES 
The Only Place in  B.G. with 
REAL Live Rock & Roll 
Specials 893 S. Main 
B.G. 
«**$« 
**i iV£. 
■k  Tues - Happy Hours till 11 
• Wed. College I.D. nite 
No Cover with Col leqe ID 
* Thurs. - Happy Hours All Night 
if Fri. Sat.  No Cover before 9:00 p.m. 
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
aiillilligfilif^ 
DAVY JONES' LOCKER PET SHOP 
rVfTHIN WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS 
BRING THIS AD IN AND REGISTER 
FOR A FREE 20 GAL TANK & HOOD 
IMM^MPMMIMPM^IPM^PMM 
I    Field Manor Ants. 
542-560 Frazee Ave. 
Features 
2 bedroom dormer style 
2 furnished apts. 
2 baths 
brand new 
9Vt mo $475.00 plus elec 
12 mo. $425.00 plus elec 
Frazee Avenue Apts. 
818,656,670 Frazee 
Features 
2 bedroon turn Apts 
2 baths 
1 Vt blk. from campus 
across from University 
tennis courts 
$564/sem./4 man plus elec 
$752/sem./3man plus elec. 
YEARLY RATES AVAILABLE AT LOWER PRICES 
Merry Avenue Apis. 
516 E. Merry 
Ridge Manor Apis. 
519 Ridge St. 
/ 
Features 
2 Bedroom turn. apts. 
2 full baths 
dishwasher 
across from the "Towers' 
less than 3 years old 
$564/sem /4 man plus elec 
$752/sem/3 man plus elec. 
Features 
2 bedroom Town Houses 
completely Furnished 
All Utilities paid 
$564;sem/4 man 
$712.50'sem/3man 
LEASING    FOR    FALL 1982 
Call 352-0717 
MAURER-GREEN RENTALS 
224 E. Wooster Street 
* TW »C Ntwi Jeaearj 14. HM 
Sports, 
Falcons take MAC lead 
by Joe Menzer 
sports editor 
In what was a very close game by 
most standards, but close to a cake- 
walk by Mid-American Conference 
basketball standards, Bowling Green 
fended off Kent State, 75-72, last night 
in Anderson Arena. 
The Falcon win, coupled with Cen- 
tral Michigan's 68-66 overtime defeat 
of Eastern Michigan, gave BG sole 
possession of first place in the MAC. 
The Falcons are 3-0 in the league and 
9-4 overall, while KSU dropped to 2-1 
and 6-7. 
Other MAC games were equally as 
close last night, as Ball State knocked 
off Miami, 68-66; Northern Illinois 
edged Western Michigan, 60-69: and 
Ohio University handed Toledo its 
third straight league loss, 6946. 
BG's road to the top was far from an 
easy one. The game against KSU was 
in doubt until the final seconds, but 6-5 
sophomore David Jenkins settled the 
issue for the Falcons by scoring six of 
his 19 points down the stretch. 
It was Jenkins who stole a KSU pass 
and dribbled the length of the court to 
tie the game, 6646, with 4:12 left. It 
was Jenkins who sank both ends of a 
one-and-one opportunity to put the 
Falcons up by five, 71-66, with 1:29 
left. And, finally, it was Jenkins who 
again sank both ends of a one-and-one 
chance with just 41 seconds left to 
maintain the five-point advantage, 73- 
61. 
AFTER THE game, Jenkins found 
it hard to believe that the Falcons had 
Eabbed sole possession of the MAC 
id with the win. 
"Last year it seemed like every- 
body was in first for awhile," he said. 
"We're riding high now, but we can't 
make many mistakes against Eastern 
(Michigan, this Saturday.)" 
The Flashes were like a punching 
bag against the Falcons. Again and 
HH     —MM MM 
STUDENT COURT 
HAS A LIMITED NUMBER 
OF STAFF OPENINGS TO 
FILL FOR WINTER 
QUARTER. APPLICATIONS 
ARE AVAILABLE IN 
THE STUDENT COURT 
OFFICE, 405 STUDENT 
SERVICES BUILDING. 
APPLICATIONS MUST BE 
TURNED IN BY TUESDAY 
JANUARY 19th. 
again, BG tried to apply the knockout 
punch, but each time KSU bounced 
back to keep the game close. 
Two big reasons for that were Cur- 
tis Moore and Dave Zeigler. The 6-5 
Moore hit shots from all over the 
court, all night long, finishing with a 
game-high 24 points on a 12-for-H 
effort from the floor. Zeigler also 
canned shots from all over the floor, 
but rarely were they from any closer 
than 20-feet. 
As Jenkins simply put it, "Number 
12 (Moore) was tutting outside and 
inside. Number 44 (Zeigler), all he 
was doing was shooting from the 
outside. But everything he was throw- 
ing up was going in." 
Zeigler, a highly-touted transfer 
from Youngstown State who just be- 
came eligible to play this week, hit 
nine of 14 field goal attempts for 18 
points. 
Even though both players gave the 
Falcons f its, BG was equal to the task. 
BOTH TEAMS were almost unbe- 
lievably hot from the field in the first 
half. The Falcons held a slim 42-40 
edge at halftime, even though the 
Flashes were shooting 67.9 percent. 
Despite missing six of their last seven 
field goal attempts in the opening 
half, the Falcons were also well above 
the 50 percent mark at 55.6 percent. 
Halftime did little to cool either 
team. Ziegler was especially hot in 
the Utter half for KSU, while the 
Falcons spread their scoring around 
mainly among Marcus Newbern and 
Jenkins. Newbern scored 13 of his 
team-high 21 points in the second half 
and Jenkins added 11 second-half 
tallies. 
For the game, KSU shot a blistering 
64.2 percent and BG shot 52.6. 
"When one team shoots 64 percent 
and the other team shoots 52, it's got 
to be fun to watch," BG coach John 
Weinert said. 
Kent coach Ed Douma wasn't so 
sure.  
"- —~ / 
"I thought most of the close (offi- 
ciating) calls went against us, but I 
guess that usually happens when 
you're playing against the home 
team," Douma said, pointing to his 
club's six foul shots in the game, as 
opposed to BG's 24 charitv tosses. 
"I'M REALLY disappointed that 
Coach Douma would say that," Wei- 
nert said. "I thought it was a very fine 
ballgame. I thought it was well- 
played and well-officiated. Both 
teams had excellent game plans that 
were executed well. I thought his 
team played very well and that he 
should be pleased with the way his 
team played." 
Going into the game, KSU did not 
appear to be a good snooting team. 
Tne Flashes were shooting just 45 
percent from the field, which ranks 
next to last in the MAC. Furthermore, 
Kent ranked eighth in team offense 
coming into the game. 
But for the entire first half and a 
good part of the second, it looked as if 
the game's final score would rival 
that of many NBA contests. 
"Coming into the game, our feeling 
was that maybe they weren't super 
shooters, but they sure were tonight," 
Weinert said. 
The Falcons twice held six-point 
leads, but trailed. 66-64, before Jen- 
kins came up with his Dig steal and 
ensuing dunk with just over four min- 
utes left to play. Newbern also came 
up with a key steal the next time KSU 
had the ball, and his two free throws 
put BG up for good, 6846, with 3:48 
left. 
Both coaches felt that BG's offen- 
sive rebounding was a key to the 
outcome of the game, as the Falcons 
continued to prove that they are one of 
the MAC's best rebounding teams. BG 
outrebounded KSU, 32-21, with Jen- 
kins and John Flowers snaring seven 
caroms apiece and Lamar Jackson 
adding six.  
The 
Transcendental 
Meditation 
Program 
Succm Comes More Easily lor Some People 
A person using lull powniial of heart and mind ind living in 
harmony with all the laws of nature will be tucceuful in activity 
THIS WEEK ONLY! 
FrtM Introduction Lecture 
BGSU Student Union 
Perry/Groghon Room 
Thursday. Jon. 14 
8 p.m. 
1 385-9694 
Olla Wortl fur ti«»u.. Council     L  J      AilnahK 
Tn   iiiililil llatiwani'- ., ■ wvKr mtt dlWH-L S 
TOM OR 
NOT TO BE 
Thur 
8:OOPM 
Gish Theatre 
Free & Open lo all 
CHAPTER TWO 
ffiltMT 
7:»«fc4S 
210 MSC 
"»1 with Student I.D. 
Beat College Town Prices 
MAIL POUCH SALOON 
Just 6 miles down 
Rt. 64 to Haskins 
(Across tracks on the left) 
Ladies Night Thursday 
ALL Drinks Half Price for Women 
7-Close 
Never a Cover Always Low Prices 
Opens Noon daily Mon-Sat.    100 Mail! St. 
Classifieds. 
LOST AMD FOUNO 
Che* Cemoue Safety • Secu»*V lor your 
■jjUpm        ___ 
loot-Gold Tkne* Hmtt a ••**> 8* Jan. 9 
at a party on Soott Iktrnoton a Troup. Oreo* 
eerttnental "■*"•' Rowan* Plaaaa oaf Mal- 
ar* 372-3626  
Ha*, a Happy ftrthday Laurie May*   Your 
>. Carol. Mary a Pappy 
I'HIUV 
.'MCMMP- 
1*. n'a 
araceleH * or ■ aaaojaja, oi Om*m m 
Fevneere. CaH Gey* M*M. Oraat eee* 
mm** wtaa. SOSTST AMT1AI MWAJtt. 
wHn T Stem 1 Jereaye tor your proup or 
jua.mui Lo.ooatFaatdatvery CAU. 
T1Maa>7t11.  
JAY: TMAMM FOR MMO SUCH A 
"fMCAT" MO MOTratR. tear OF LUCK 
TH» QUARTER HOP If ■ IBI 
     LOW, in i 
SCRVtCCS OFFERCO *> 
ABORTION 
TOUFREE 
t 00 AH - 1MO F.aL 
Expert   typfig 
7304 
LEARN TO PLAY THC GUfTAB AND ENJOY 
IT S3.0CVHR 372-6336  
RU6W aw KAFR A TAU 
Laat R A   rtontawion aoaoton 
.tararewan Appfcaaona duo January 16 
 |i in a aim i   ISee* a m la 
a Head ar in iBHlal. 7l*a aaao- 
aat* Wad. anal Than. Jan lt-14.11 a.m. 
ESCORTS NEEOCD- CALL CO CO OF- 
FICE 3720360 
TONKWT 7 M ■ t)Q  
RUSH DtLTA TAU DELTA TONMHT AT 
746 P.M. COME CHECK OUT WHAT 
r^ATfMMTTV LW IS ABOUT ANO MEET 
THC SISTERS OF DELTA GAMMA TOO' 
RUSH RUSH HUSH RUSH PUSH RUSH 
TKE THE THE THE TKE TKB TKB TKB TKB 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH HUSH RUSH 
Twaa ma ntgM of Ma party 
And at our trtanda gathered 
We epranrj tn the door 
To aae wtat was Ba> oHOer 
Surma* you M MM 
Sejnned the! we were 
The party waa great 
Ware glad you -ere mere 
Therete Nancy and Uaa 
and Elan and Oar, Carol 
and Sarah and a* who ware there 
MARKETING COOfONATORS NEEDED 
Pen arna poeMon ■woNae BBaBBBBB and 
pronoang rtgh Quaftty Spring Break beech 
tnpe on oarnpue Earn cr.wrrooaaO.ii oba tree 
-"■vet   Cel Somrmt Touro, Phono: 1 6t» 
mom, 
1B67 VOfca Bull I3OO0 cmSlton   6600 
or boat oner Cat 666-3371 
WANTBO 
Apertnenei and Houaaa 
Fat 6 Suwewer Rinaai 
Near Cawpua 362-7366 
RUSH RUSH HUSH RUSH HUSH RUSH 
TKE TKE TKB TKE TKE TKI TKB TKE TKE 
RUSH RUSH RUSH HUSH RUSH RUSH 
RU6H KAPPA UOMA 
TONWHT AT ISO 
RUSH KAPPA SKI MA 
RUSH KAPPA SMMU 
ftUSH KAPPA SKJMA 
MUSH KAPPA SIGMA 
Bete Tnete Pi Ruah 7 30   Ffcn FeeWeJ 
Tuaaday * Beta Bto Time WraaBng Thura- 
day 7 30 Coma dnr* a brow 6 meet the 
Beta* 
Btg B (Sguarad)— Thorn tor being a terrific 
Mg bro   Good tuok at the meat Bat week- 
end Love U'l Deobte  
WE NEED YOU TO BE AN ESCORT CALL 
COCO OFFICE 3.-2036O  
Cold outatdervea, Warm natde?-Yee. 
E«ooC? Yea. Sounda BXe the tngred-enta tor 
a great "Lar party Friday night OeRaZeta- 
PN Kappa Tau  
CONGRATULATIONS      TO      ERME      AU 
ClfUO ON BCMO ACCEPTED TO AK- 
RON'S  PROM-NENT   SCHOOL   OF   LAW 
VTL. THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA TAU 
CXMORATULATIONS   TO   MARC   FRIED- 
MAN. ALPHA TAU OMEGAS LATEST AD- 
prnON TO ITS EXECUTIVE BOARO 
DAVE STICKLER: WtSH-NO YOU 
THE BEST OF LUCK AT YOUR 
HEW JOB. HAVE A OOOO WEEK-ENO 
 LOVE. COWHM  
DZ and PN Mu pledgee   Than, lor the hx> 
gel-logathar Sunday-*, wee a greet way to 
warm up' KD Pledgee 
ESCORTS NEEDED— CALL CO.C O OF- 
FICE 3 72-Q360  
HARMON 80-81 LETS REUNITE AT 
WNOS FRI   JAN IS. 4-6P M   HOPE TO 
SEE YOU THERE' JAN  
Gutter* Drume. PA'a-Buy-Sal-Trade Jbna 
(kj.fr 1 30 I ^ooitr.1 <•<<.' M3 1.' 
SENIORS-YOUR PICTURE WILL NBVER 
BE m THE 1662 KEY IF YOU DON'T 
HURRY ANO OST YOUR PICTURE TAKEN 
NOWMtllt! CAU THE KEY 1T2-00M. 
RUSH PHI DELT8 RUSH PHI 0ELT6 
PREBKJENTS LOUNOE 
ICE ARENA 7.30 
RUSH PH PELTS RU>H PW PELTS 
RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU 
THE HOUSE ON THE MOVE" 
    THURSDAY 7 30 • S 30 
WBOU86 I FM 
372 2826 
REQUEST UNE 
WE NEED YOU TO BE AN ESCORT CALL 
COCO   OFFICE 372 0360   
Wtoer woe ratal Sunday veepera. 6 p m 
UCF Chapel. Hldge at Thurean Otdamaand 
Newame reaglon Felowahip and raaaah- 
mant Open to el 
SIGMA CHI RUSH TONKJHT 7 30 
SK1MA CHI RUSH TONK1HT 7:30 
SIGMA CHI RUSH TONIGHT 7 30 
6IOMANURUSH TOMOHT 
Caakta Night a*ih the Ladlaa ol Alpha 
Kl'a ^^ 
BKMU NU RUSH TONtOHT 
BKMUNU RUSH TONtOHT 
SrQMA NU RUSH TONtOHT 
SISTERS OF PHI MU. THE BROTHERS OF 
SAE WOULD UKE TO THANK YOU FOR 
THAT OUTRAGEOUSLY GOOD TIME LAST 
FHK3AV NIGHT  
"Taking wNh God 4 laaaona n prayer led 
byOr LoBjCheuey. Thura.9p.rn Jan. 14 
Fob 4 UCF Corner Rktge at Thuretn 
THE BROTHERS OF SrQMA ALPHA EPS* 
LON WOULD UKE TO ANNOUNCE THC 
ENGAGEMENT OF TONY RIMCELLA ANO 
ALPHA    »   DELTA    LORI   FAZIO     BEST 
WISHES THE BROS  
THE SAES WOULD UKE TO WELCOME 
BACK THEJFt FAVORTTE LADIES ON CAM 
PUS: MOM DOUGLAS JAN FORUCCI 
AND UTTLE SIS S 
DESPERATELY NEED 1 F RMTE TO 
SUBLS APT FORWTR/SPR CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS FURN GREAT DEAL CAU 
CHRIS-362-1666 or 866-21 BO, 
FemeM rrnte needed wtr gb. tor houae 
doaa   to campua   Coal   St20rmo    ptoa 
jjggBJ OBI 3M 1202  
FarraW roommata neaded w»   qb. only. 
»2&0^qb 363 8696  
F   rrnte   tor apt   apr   ob   S270/qb   UH 
■xajdad eacapf atac   Cel AaCfts, Kan. Val 
362 0646.  
F. rrraa. needed wb a apr qba $i lOmo 
ok»umnm 352-4603  
F   atudant needed to f> houae near cam- 
pua   Leeaee w* accapl raaaonatJN rent 
Qflar Ph 362-7365  
HELP F   rmte   needed tor apr QV behind 
Sem-B a Cel 362-2228 ^__ 
Male rrnte to ahara 2-bdrm. hee vary doee 
lo campua   687 50/mo DIUB gaa ublbaa 
Cel 364-1005  
MaraooWg Coordinator*: Needed Pert time 
poerbon snvorvee markebng and promoting 
high ouaHy apnng break beach btpa on 
campua Earn commaMlon ptua free navel 
Cel Summit Toura 1600 326 0430 
M rmte needed 211 S Enbwpnaa 
SIOO/Mo pajeuN Ownbdnn 364-1462 
Roommetea needed One btocfc bom cam- 
pua   6330'qtr   Heal tncaidad   Ph   353 
6161  
1 F. RMTE NEEOED WTR ANO SPR 
QTR FOR HOUSE VERY CLOSE TO CAM- 
PUS OWN BORM S70/MO CAU 364- 
1096 
1 F rmte Wb 6 SprObe Brand new turn 
apt 1 bev from campua Cel evemnga 
Leeke 352 2443 
Wanted Rmte. lar wtr. A ear. qba. Rant 
1126/raa. Cheap atac CaH otter 6 p.m. 
M2-J066.  
Wanted-4 people to aubtet apartment apr 
qb   RccUadpa Manor 840 6th St   362- 
7930  
WANTED: 3 F'l TO 6UBL8. A 4#CRSON 
APT. FOR SPR. QTR CABtPUB MANOR 
APTSHrOHT ACROSS FROM CAMPUS. 
CAU! 
To ahara mce houae   Mala   meapenetve 
362-1460 ovonaiga  
Apt tor aubtaaaa Wb 6 Spr Oba Brand 
new turreahed 1 bdrm 1 bfc Irorn oarapua. 
Celevenlnga 362-2443 
CHEAP Fum apta SSSO/qb Now turn, 
new carpebng t other new aarna. Contact 
Jan Afcana 362-0932 710 7181 P6 
For rant * abaci! January 16 Upper dw 
pan n older houaa Fum Ul 8. Grove 
' about 10 WccAatrorn campua. ntthft or 
2 people. lieoVMo pluo aoma atac 6 
aomegee Phone 3967  
Houaaa 1 apartftamta tor rant for the 1962- 
83achoolyaar Plaaaa call-267 3341 
large 2 bdrra. houaa, 2 nraae   naadad. 
beauBU toceaon  AvaaaMe now Cel Jka 
362 4064.  
Near urararaby. 621 E Merry 2 bdrra 
turn. apta. Tenant paya only aaacbtoby 8 
mo ajaae John reawtova Real Eaatta 362- 
B663  
Now aval Sbdrrr. houaa Ctoee to campua 
A   downtown    6300/Mo.   Ret    requbad 
362-2666  
NOW LEASING 1962 1963 School year 
Bopga Reel Eatata 303 1/2 8 Mabi. 352- 
9467 a 362 3641  
THURSTIN MANOR APTS AM COND. 
FUUV CARPETED. CABLE VfStON. EFFI- 
CIENCY LAUNDRY FACIUTTES NOW 
LEASfNO FOR SUMMER 6 FALL 461 
THUHSTTN AVE 362-6436  
6300/Mo.   axajdae uU .   gaa 6 atac   2 
bdrm   carpeted   420 S   SurnmN. No da- 
poeb Subtotal June Cel 353 5331   wor* 
8-Spm 
2 bdrm   apt   unlum   414 S   Enterprtae 
6225.'Mo Cat John 3522764  
2 bdrm tom apta. 831 7lh St Tenant paya 
only etacbteby   9 mo   taaaa   Cat John 
Newtove Reel Eatata 362-6663  
2 bdrm. urdum. Carpefad. atove. remg . 
r-ano warm, corrborlatita A pnvata. 
S260Vmo nolud heat 6 watar. DepeeN 
USD. Laaaa unH June   No peta.   352 
1036.  
1 Bdrm fum apt Mod . downtown AC 
partong 6 bfca from Ltotv Avaabbto nenad 
6166 ptoa uN No chadran No pata Cat 
Bechman Enterprwea 363-6616 daya 
HELP WANTED 
Summer horn* ranch poebona 
Open tor tonuta courwatora. 
WSI Bate* Pwer Ranch 
Croewel Michigan (313,679-2505 
166S-1663 RENTALS 
NOW StaNtNO LEASES 
NEWLOVE REALTY 
mSewmrAeM 
S62616S 
Maybe it will go away* 
The five most dangerous words 
in the English language. American Cancer Societyi 
LEASING for FALL 1982 
GREENBRIARApts. 
215 E. POE ROAD 
Eff.turn. 9% mo. $175.00 
EH. unlum. 9V4 mo. $155.00 
12 mo. $160.00 
12 mo. $140.00 
One Bedroom Furn. 
one person 9'.« mo. 275.00 
two person 9V4 mo 295.00 
12 mo. $255.00 
12 mo. $275.00 
One Bedroom Unfurn 
one person 9 Vi mo. $260.00 
two person 9'/i mo. $275.00 
12 mo. $250.00 
12 mo. $240.00 
BROOKDALE STABLES 
PUBLIC RIDING 
V2 PRICE DEC- MARCH 
WAS $6.00 NOW $3.00 
655-2193 
Exit  Cygnet  Exit   171   From   I-75.   Drive West To 
2nd Crossrood. Turn South (Mitchell ftd) 
Next Crossrood Is Freymon Rd. 
Turn Eost G Continue 200 Yds. 
14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET 
•BGSU classes available lor credit and non-credit lor' 
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters. 
MAURER■GREEN RENTALS 
224 E Wooster Street 
CALL- 3520717 
Complete Service for Imported 
and Small Domestic Cars 
Meadovwiew Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-11S5 
SPECIAL RATES ON 
SUB-LEASES 
Furnished or Unfurnished 
A OH™,   Unlurnlshed: $250 
T Bdrm. Furni8hed: $270 
• Landlord Pays All Utilities 
• Laundry facilities available 
• Gas heat    • Swimming pool 
• Party room • Game room • Sauna 
All residents are granted the 
privilege of a membership to the 
Cherrywood Health Spa. 
CINtMA 182 
■rrtttftltrf+HttHilt <? 
HaX)| 
:r^.     I. 
THURSDAY NIGHT IS 
STUDENT NH^IM' 
AIL 
4th BIG WEEK!     IsruncMrs $1.50 
iSSM 
Nobody leans on 
Sharky-sMactWne 
JOHN BELUSHI 
DAN AYKROYD 
BURT Lock the doors.. 
REYNOLDS here come the 
SSI       NS^ 
A^7^0S^:45pm_rg^ AT 7:304 9:15pm 
^TsLL! 
THE GREATEST MOVIE BUDDIES 
OFALLTIMEAREBACK! 
** NOR 
HMMOH MnTlrittl 
ll 
t   '.v BUDDY 
